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Abstract 
The braking methods such as regenerative, dynamic and D.C. injection, of the 3-phase induction motor fed from a rectifier-
inverter system, has been carried out analytically in a systematic manner by a digital computer using a  conventional and 
proven tensor technique. The use of the tensor technique for simulation of rectifier-inverter, and direct 3-phase model for the 
motor lead to an accurate prediction of their combined performance. The braking methods were studied theoretically, while a 
transient condition was tak en to show and examine the validity of the computer program used in the analysis. 
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1. Introduction 
Many industrial processes incorporating induction motor drive must be capable of braking rapidly, and a number of 
braking methods have been suggested [1-6]. Several of these involve of D.C. injection, and if diodes and thyristors are 
introduced into the motor control circuit, such as current-source inverter, the injection can be achieved without the use 
of a separate D.C. supply. Several authors have suggest the analysis of current source inverter fed 3-phase induction 
motor [7,8]. 
The aim of this contribution is to study and examine the methods of braking for this type of motor control. Since a 
transient solution of the circuit differential equation is required, including the effect of the switching devices, the 
branch elimination method, in conjunction with conventional tensor technique [9] is used to establish a digital 
computer program. A direct 3-phase model for the induction motor is adopted and networks with thyristors and D.C. 
link choke in the stator circuit are considered. 
2. Modeling the inverter network : 
Although several methods of modeling the inverter circuit [7,8,10] have been devised, the branch elimination 
method was adopted here, since it deals efficiently with the varying topology of the circuit. The method assumes that 
the thyristors are perfect switches, and those branches containing a non-conducting element will be open circuit, and 
may therefore be removed from the network. 
When a branch is eliminated, the circuit configuration changes and the remaining branches from a reduced 
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Also: [Vi  ]=[Zi    ][ ii].…..….. (2)
Where [Zi    ]=[Cp]t  [Zp][Cp] ……..….. (3)
network. In a similar way, when a device starts to conduct a new branch must be added to the system. For each 
circuit mode, a set of differential equations can be established, and an appropriate mathematical transformation 
employed to relate the circuit variables of one state to another, when a topology change occurs. 
3. Analysis of the braking system 
The schematic diagram of the rectifier-inverter- induction motor system is shown in figure (1). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3ph 
Induction 
 
 
Figure(1) schematic diagram of the rectifier – inverter – motor system 
Three braking methods are considered: 
A- Regenerative braking: It can be achieved by changing the firing angle (α ) of the inverter to operate as a 
rectifier and the rectifier must act as an inverter to return the machine power to the mains supply. 
The magnitude of the machine torque can be controlled by the D.C. link current (Id), while the direction of the 
torque may be changed by adjusting the firing angle of the inverter to increase towards ( 180o  ). 
B- Dynamic braking: it is achieved if the inverter firing angle (α ) is advanced towards rectification and the D.C. 
link is disconnected from the rectifier and reconnected through a dynamic resistance. This resistance is used 
to dissipate the kinetic energy stored in the rotor of the machine. 
C- D.C. injection braking : the motor braking can be obtained by D.C. injection. This achieved by letting two 
thyristors of the inverter, one in the upper half of the bridge and the other in the lower half, conducting all the time. 
This method is effectively equivalent to an application of a D.C. voltage to the motor, resulting in a stationary field 
inside the motor and the motor will stop in a very short time. 
At the end of braking, the motor line current is limited by the stator and filter choke resistance. However, the D.C. 
supply voltage must be disconnected when the motor is finally stopped. 
Analysis of these methods can proceed using the tensor techniques first propounded by kron [9]. The approach is to 
form the primitive circuit of the system and to derive a transformation tensor linking the currents of the primitive 
and connected networks. This tensor will be of the form: 
[ ii]=[Cp][ip] -----                                                        (1)  
Where the subscript (i) and (p) refer to the independent and primitive networks respectively. 
 
 
When any of the thyristors in the network changes state, a new transformation tensor linking the currents of 
the independent and modified system can be established as: 
[ im]=[Ci    ][ii] ………. (4) 
where the subscript (m) refers to the modified system. This new transformation tensor can then be used to establish 
the network equations using manipulations similar to equation (3). Then the network differential equation s are 
re- arranged in the form [11]: 
d/dt[ im]=[Lm]-1  {[Vm]-[Rm][ im]-W.[Gm][ im]}……………… (5) 
where : Rm =  resistance  component of the network 
impedance tensor [Zm]. 
Lm = inductance component of the network 
impedance tensor. 
Gm = time rate-of-change of inductance component of the network impedance tensor. 
W = motor speed (radian/sec.) 
The solution of equation (5) can proceed using Standard numerical integration procedure. The electromagnetic 
torque generated by the machine can be found as [11] : 
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Te  = ½(p)[im]t[dLm/dt][im] …… (6) 
This  torque  provides  the  load  torque,  friction  and  windage  losses  .The motor  speed  (W)  can  be  calculated 
numerically from the following equation [11]: 
dw/dt =(p/J){Te-Tm-Kf.W }…..  (7) 
Where Tm is the load torque (N.m),Kf is the friction coefficient (Kg.m2/sec), and J is the rotor moment of inertia 
(Kg.m2). 
4. Computer Program 
A suit of digital computer program has been developed for the solution of the braking methods mentioned above. 
Within the program: 
a)  Delta–connected motor is replaced by equivalent star –connected circuit. b) The state of each thyristor is 
checked at the end of each integration step. 
ON devices being checked by considering the current through them, while 
OFF devices by the voltage across them. 
c)   The circuit configuration is updated if topology changes have occurred, and a variable –dimension 
matrix within the program is used to affect the necessary mathematical transformations. 
Once the correct differential equations for  any particular topology have been  produced , these can be solved 
numerically using fourth –order Runge-Kutta method . 
5. Results 
In support of the computed prediction ,experimental results were taken on a small 3-phase induction motor 
subjected to a sudden application  of about (1) N.m load torque to show the validity of the computer program used in 
the analysis of this system .Details of the rectifier –invertor –motor system are given in the appendix . 
Figures (2) and (3) show the experimental and computed results following a sudden application of load torque to the 
motor shaft. These results are presented to examine the validity of the computer program, which is used for studying 
the braking methods of the system. 
Regenerative braking torque can be developed by shifting the firing angle of the inverter towards (180o). Figure (4) 
shows the braking torque when the firing angle (α ) varies from (100o)to(180o) .Thus the regenerative braking 
torque 
tends to stop the motor in a short time .The stopping time was about (0.45) second. 
Figure (5) shows the dynamic braking computer result when the dynamic resistance is (10) Ω. The motor was 
assume to be running at no load . The stopping time is about (0.25) second. 
Figure (6) shows the computer trace of the motor braking torque when the D.C. injection methods was used .The 
motor was came to rest in about (0.9) second .The oscillation appeared in the motor torque at the beginning of braking 
were due to the effect of motor inductances. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a machine phase voltage 
Scale: voltage    100v/div 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b machine phase current 
Scale: current    1A/div 
Figure(2) Experimental results following a sudden application of(1) N.m load torque J=0.032 Kg.m2    Rectifier firing angle=75o    Inverter firing angle=100o 
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Figure(3) Computer traces following  a sudden application of(1) N.m load torque 
J=0.032 Kg.m2 
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Figure(4) computer trace for the regenerative braking condition 
J=0.032 Kg.m2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure(5) computer trace for the dynamic braking condition 
 
J=0.032 Kg.m2 
Invertor firing angle =100 　 75o 
Dynamic resistance =10   Ω 
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Figure(6) computer trace for the D.C. injection braking 
 
6. Conclusion 
A study of braking methods has been undertaken analytically for the rectifier –inverter –induction motor system. 
The regenerative braking was achieved in the computer program by shifting the firing angle of the inverter towards 
(180o) , thus causing a braking torque which tends to stop the motor in a short time ,which is about (0.45) second . 
Dynamic braking was also achieved when the firing angle is shifted towards rectification and the kinetic stored 
energy in the rotor is dissipated through a dynamic resistance . It is seen from results that the stopping time by this 
method is about (0.25) second ,which is less than that of the regenerative braking method ,but the system needs a 
current limiting resistance . 
Also , the D.C. injection method was studied and the stopping time was found to be (0.9)second ,which is higher 
than those obtained by the other two methods . 
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APPENDEX : 
Parameters of the inverter-motor system 
A-The 3-phase, slip-ring, induction motor has the following parameters for star-star connection: Stator : 380V , 4.5A , F=50 Hz  ; Rotor : 120 V , 
10 A 
Speed = 1400 r.p.m at full load, power =1.8 KW 
Stator phase self inductance (Lss) = 0.23 H Rotor phase self inductance (LRR) = 0.22 H 
Mutual inductances between stator phases (LSM) and between rotor phases (LRM) = -0.1 H 
Maximum mutual inductance between stator and rotor phase (MSR)=0.21 H 
Stator phases resistance (Rsa , Rsb , Rsc) = 4 Ω /phase ; Rotor phases resistance (Rra , Rrb , Rrc) = 3 Ω /phase 
Moment of inertia (J) = 0.032 kg.m2 
Friction coefficient (kf) = 0.045 kg.m2  /sec. ; Pole pairs (P) = 2 
B- The current source inverter has the following parameters: 
Filter choke inductance ( LCS ) = 0.4H ; Filter choke resistance ( Rcs  ) = 6 Ω ;  
Commutating capacitance ( C ) = 10μ F 
The inverter and rectifier has similar six thyristors each, type Bst H0560, with the following specification: 
Maximum r.m.s on-state current = 70 A; Maximum r.m.s off-state voltage = 900 V ;Maximum holding current = 0.15 A 
Turn-off time of reverse voltage  = 250  sec 
